
 

Ways To Make Your Relation With Your XERO Bookkeeper Much More Productive  

It is not just important to find a great XERO certified advisor, it is important to maintain a good relation with 

them as well. Since they manage your accounts, you need to have an ally in your bookkeeper as you should be 

comfortable to discuss business financial transactions with them. Recently, XERO conducted a research that 

when a business does not work out 65% entrepreneurs cite financial issues as a reason. So, forming a cordial 

relation would be of utmost importance. 

 

When you hire a bookkeeper at firms like Accounting Consultant do not just play with numbers, they are also 

expert story tellers. They would tell you where your business is standing, and what you need to do to achieve 

your goals. If you have a long term relation with your bookkeeper, they would also help you with the subtle 

nuances of your businesses like operational issues as well as integrating with clouds. So, it is important to have a 

solid foundation to this relationship, and here are few steps to ensure this. 

 Remain organized: Keep your paperwork organized, not only would your Xero bookkeeper thank you for 

it, you will also end up saving your time and efforts. 

 Communicate your needs: Before setting up your meeting with your Xero certified partner, you need to 

first decide for what you need their services? Are you looking for just bookkeeping or compliance or do 

you expect them to help with their contacts as well? Once that is done, find a partner who would work 

just as your need. 

 Real time collaboration: The best way you both can work together is if the numbers are exchanged in 

real time. Using cloud technology would help with that. Let them know all the details on time, so that 

they can provide the best services. 

 Referral: Being an entrepreneur yourself, you know the value of referrals. Refer your XERO bookkeeper 

to others. 

A successful relation between you and our accounting partner would mean greater probability of your success. 

So, invest wisely! 

 

                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                              

Contact US 

Name: Account Consultant 

Website:www.account-consultant.com        

Email: accounts@rayvat.com 

Contact No: (516) 515-1675 

Skype: jinendra009 
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